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CRABGRASS

Crabgrass growing in lawns can be controlled by spraying with a solution containing D.S.M.A. (dosedmethyl arsenate). This herbicide only acts on plants present at the time of spraying and seedlings which appear later will not be affected by the treatment.

A suitable mixture is made by dissolving one ounce of 80 per cent. D.S.M.A. in one gallon of water, which is enough to treat 30 square yards. (This is equivalent to an application of 12 pounds of 80 per cent. D.S.M.A. per acre). The addition of a small quantity of wetting agent, such as a household detergent, helps the chemical stick to the leaf.

Young plants are more readily killed than those well established, so that control measures should be undertaken as soon as a general emergence has taken place.

The area treated should be inspected three weeks after the initial application and if the plants have not been killed, or have commenced to make new growth, a second treatment should be applied.

Because the chemical acts against the leaf of the plant it is not advisable to spray immediately after mowing. It is also best to water the lawn the day before the herbicide is applied, so that the treatment will have the maximum time possible to take effect before the next watering.

D.S.M.A. is available under various trade names from most firms which distribute agricultural chemicals.
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THE GREAT THIRST... water, the spur to wealth.

There’s a future in a ‘good-water’ town

Think about water... our cheapest and scarcest commodity! How urgent is the problem of water for the continued expansion of our towns... how real is the threat of thirst?

These are questions for every Australian in all the towns across the land, because with water, well managed, a town can flourish; without it a limit is placed on the future.

There are two reasons for the “water problem,” apart from the fundamental factor of Australia’s limited water resources. One is our rapidly expanding population which is estimated to double itself within 30 years. The other is the increasing capacity of everyone to use (and waste) more water. For example, the average daily per capita consumption of water in urban areas is around 90 gallons. Ten years ago it was 81. Improved living standards mean more water-hungry appliances, extra bathrooms, a second car to wash. Aesthetic progress emphasises parks and gardens... we are becoming thirstier communities.

Today, in many towns, thoughtful people are asking whether there is a future for the “new-blood”—the local crop of youngsters ready to contribute their strength, skill and enthusiasm to community expansion—or will they move on to greener fields? Farsighted communities, making sure of future employment potential, are looking to local industry, tourism and intensive agriculture. But one thing is certain—the essential ingredient of each of these is adequate water availability.

At Hardie’s, we are ready to place the resources of our production, technical and research facilities behind expansion in your community. Attention to your water extension requirements is provided at a personal level by our experienced representatives. Their assignment for you includes on-the-spot engineering detail and follow-up inspection of installation, and this level of personal attention is backed by Hardie’s 40 years’ experience in water development in Australia.

WATER IS FIRST IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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